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T-L Centre Pivots
Hydraulic power is not only easy, simple technology 
that people use on their properties every day, it also 
ensures the Irrigator moves continuously at any 
speed, with no start/stop patterns. The benefits of this 
continuous movement irrigation are endless!

The continuous movement of T-L Irrigators results in no ‘spoking’ 
compared with an electric powered system, ensuring more even 
water distribution and therefore greater crop production.

The unique alignment control valve will stop the irrigator if it gets 
stuck or misaligned, with a sensor shutting down the water at the 
same time, avoiding crop damage. 

Gearbox wear is drastically reduced resulting in a longer 
operating life due to the continuous movement of the T-L’s 
hydraulic system, compared to the start/stop operations of an 
electric system. 

3 gears instead of 1, extends the gear life and absorbs stress. 

Gear drives are totally enclosed and directly coupled to the 
motor, eliminating additional gear reduction components, U-joints 
and other exposed moving parts.

System is constructed with high strength truss rods and a double 
tower-leg design. 

Components are hot dip galvanised to prevent corrosion. 

T-L’s hydraulically driven Centre Pivot eliminates the need 
for high voltage power on the system, keeping you safe from 
electrocution and eliminating the risks associated with lightning 
strikes. The most that will be utilized is 24 volts to power some of 
the control system options. 

T-L Pivot Irrigators are backed by an industry leading warranty. 
Planetary gearboxes are guaranteed for 8 years/24,000 hours, 
and worm gear drives are protected for 8 years/16,000 hours.
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Here’s what T-L owners  are saying …

“Our three electric center pivot irrigation units will 
give me more trouble this year and take up more 
of my time than all 13 of our T-L units combined. 
I just know they will, because that has certainly 
been the case in the past.” 
– Darren and Garrett Stallwitz, Dumas, Texas

“The bottom line is ‘they run’ and with very little 
maintenance, after 34 years, it just keeps going. It 
still has the original gearboxes and motors.” 
– LaMoine Smith, Minden, Nebraska

“Our ground has a lot of rolling terrain so we just 
liked the idea that the machines aren’t stopping 
and starting every few feet.”
 – James and Jason Yarbro, Dukedom, Tennessee

“The T-L machines have been in operation since 
1980 and have accumulated at least 130,000 
hours each. There is no doubt that T-L pivots are a 
quality brand and well-engineered.”
– Jack King, Saudi Arabia

There’s No Time or 
Water to Waste

Keeping it Simple
Surviving the Sands 
of Time

The Saving Grace
in a Year of Drought
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Don’t have a QR Code Reader?
Just open the mobile browser 
on your smartphone and visit 
scan.mobi.

1. Increased Crop Production

2. Longer Life Cycle / Low Maintenance 

3. Safe Operation

4. Industry Leading Warranty 

Eliminate the “SPOKING” effect caused by the  
start/stop operation of electrically powered pivot 
irrigation systems and get the benefits of even water 
distribution and maintenance cost savings.

Electric Centre Pivot T-L Hydraulic Centre Pivot

The only hydraulically powered Centre Pivot on the market! 

Water Dynamics is proud to be  
Australia’s number one T-L distributor 

since 1988, and have sold and  
installed over one thousand T-L  

Irrigators across Australia. 
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T-L Centre Pivots in Action!
Mac Donald Ag – Wheat, Canola and Maize
Blighty, New South Wales
15 pivots
Mac Donald Ag not only save on water, time 
and effort but also yield greater crop production 
through their 15 T-L Centre Pivots. 

North East Water – Pasture, Corn, Lucerne  
and Maize
Wangaratta, Victoria 
11 pivots
T-L Pivots allow North East Water to use waste 
water to irrigate their pasture and crops, resulting 
in water savings and environmental benefits.    

Gippsland Water- Pasture, Corn, Lucerne  
and Maize
Traralgon, Victoria 
18 Pivots
Gippsland Water use T-L Pivots to gather waste 
water from different townships allowing them to 
irrigate their pastures and crops all year round.  

Donovans Dairying - Dairy Farm and Pasture
Wye, South Australia
14 pivots
Donovans Dairying use T-L Pivots because they 
are easy to operate and allows them to water 
large areas of land simultaneously. 

Maranello Trading – Potatoes and Onions
Woolpunda, South Australia
60+ pivots
Lack of spoking is a key benefit of T-L’s hydraulic 
system which allows Maranello Trading to water 
their crops evenly, resulting in improved crop 
production and quality. 

Hawkins Booroopki Farms – Lucerne and 
Clover Seed
Minimay, Victoria
22 pivots
Hawkins Booroopki Farms rely on T-L Pivots to 
water their large acres of crops and allows them 
to do so with minimal labour requirements. 

Glenroy Plains – Potatoes and Onions
Glenroy, South Australia
20+ pivots
Ensuring you get the most from your crops is a 
big task, which is why Glenroy Plains use T-L 
Pivots because of its low maintenance, minimal 
labour requirements and ability to water large 
areas at a time. 


